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The importance of bilateral trade to both China and
Canada is ever increasing since China adopts the open door
policy and economic reform. However, further development of
Sino-Canadian trade is jeopardized by the huge imbalance in
Canada's favor. In view of these, our study examines on two
aspects of Hongkong's role in increasing export of Chinese
products to Canada. They are: 1) Hongkong's role in improving
Canadian's acceptance of China-made products and 2)
Hongkong's role in reducing the perceived risks in trading
with communist China.
Our results suggest that Hongkong can help improve in
some aspects the perceived product quality of China-made
products, but cannot reduce the perceived risks associated
with China trade. Also, our findings support that perceived
product quality is product specific. Therefore, our results
may not be generalizable across all products. Further studies
for different products and different aspects of Hongkong's




1 Overview of Canada-China Trade
Since China adopted the open-door policy in 1979,
trade between China and other countries has grown
rapidly. In 1980, China's total foreign trade was US$
37.6 billion. In 1987, it grew to US$ 82.7 billion, or by
a compound growth rate of 12% annually. Canada is the 7th
trading partner of China after Hong Kong, Japan, USA,
West Germany, Soviet Union and Singapore. In 1987,
China's imports from Canada amounted to US$ 1.4 billion
while exports to Canada was US$ 0.4 billion.
Although in the past, China's imports from Canada
were mainly wheat, forest products and fertilizers,
Canada will be able to supply more in the area of
telecommunication equipments, mining and computer
technology, and hydro power technology in the future with
the increase need of China in advance technology for her
economic development. However, the further development of
trade between the two countries may be hindered by the
huge trade imbalance in Canada's favour. The trade
imbalance grew from US$ 0.6 billion to about US$ 1
billion in 1987.
2 China's ability to meet needs of Canadian market
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The main obstacle to increase exports from China to
Canada in the past seems to have been the limited Chinese
supplies of the goods of interest to Canadian importers.
However, China's ability to export goods demanded in
Canada is increasing recently due to China's open-door
policy and the improvement of China's technology through
foreign investments in China. Yet, other questions remain
to be answered. They are:
1. How well are Chinese products accepted by Canadian
consumers?
2. How do Canadian importers perceive the risks of
trading with China?
3 Country-of-origin effect
In the literature, numerous research indicated that
one of the major barriers for market penetration in
international markets is consumer bias on the basis of
product origin( the country-of-origin effect). This
bias is particularly evident against products of
developing countries. In view of such findings, it is
important to find out if such bias exists against Chinese
products in Canada. If so, what can be done about it?
4 Perceived risks of China trade
Ever since China opened her vast markets for the
outside world, there have been a great deal of
opportunities created. Yet these opportunities are not
without risks. Because of China's underdeveloped
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infrastructure, communication system, legal system and
the troublesome bureaucracy in all levels of government;
it is not surprised to find that the gain of doing
business with China is offset by these stumbling blocks.
5 Role of Hong Kong
Hong Kong has been given the name of "the Gateway
to China" and her relationship with China is ever
becoming closer because of her return to the Chinese
sovereignty in 1997. Hong Kong, being an international
city, is more developed than China in communication,
transportation, legal system and management expertise and
more experienced in doing international business. Then,
what role could Hong Kong play in improving the trade
balance situation between China and Canada? Could Hong
Kong help reducing the risks of trading with China, or




1. Canada- China Trade
1.1 History
Trade between China and Canada could date back to
1960's. In the very beginning, Canada exported wheat to
communist China, which later emerged as a major market
for Canadian wheat.
Since the two countries established diplomatic







( in million Canadian dollar)
Two-way trade between the two countries amounted
to C$1.6 billion in 1986, with the balance of trade at
about C$500 million level in Canada's favour.
In 1987, China's export to Canada mainly consisted
of manufactured products like textiles and clothing, food
and beverages, toys, household goods, and light
industrial products, etc. Canada's major export to China
included wheat, and high technology industrial products,
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e.g.telecommunication equipment, industrial machinery,
and drilling, excavating and mining equipment.
China- Canada trade has the following
characteristics worth-mentioning:
1. It has always been in favour of Canada. Although trade
in both directions has expanded over the years,
Canada still enjoyed a trade surplus of US$994
million in 1987.
China export China import China's Deficit
1985 233 1,150 917




2. Both governments strongly supported the development
of bilateral trade between them. John Cheh [1988]
summarized the key agreements that helped setting the
framework for bilateral trade and economic co-operation
between China and Canada:
AGREEMENTYEAR
Diplomatic relations established1970
1973 Bilateral Trade Agreement signed granting
Most Favoured Nation status to China
Signing-of Economic Co-operation Protocol1979
Memorandum of Understanding on1980
Agricultural Co-operation
Commencement of Canadian International1981
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Developmmnt Agency's development
assistance program in China
1983 Development Co-operation Agreement
1984 Foreign investment insurance Agreement
Export credit facility signed between the
Export Development Corp(Canada) and the
Bank of China.
1986 Double Taxation Agreement
Plant Quarantine Co-operation
Memorandum of Understanding on
Concessional Financing
3. Few Canadian companies have office in China." Less
than 10 Canadian companies have offices in China....
The number of offices is not expected to increase much
in the near term. "[John Cheh 1988]. As a result,
assistance from third parties such as government trade
officials, various trade councils, and bankers are
necessary for Canadian firms willing to develop
business relation with China.
1.2 Significance of Trade Imbalance
Looking back the history of trade between China and
Canada, there have been recurrent surpluses in favour of
Canada. Being a developing country, China depends
mainly on its export earnings to pay for the import of
raw materials, technology and equipment. Improvement in
the trade imbalance situation is necessary for further
development of Sino-Canadian trade, particularly China's
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import from Canada. The same trade imbalance problem
occurred between China and Japan, which affected China's
imports from Japan since 1986. [Kim 1986].
Both governments have recognised this obstacle of
trade for a long time. A report published in 1972 by the
Standing Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs of Canada
said that "While it would not be reasonable to expect
that perfect balance could be achieved, the extent of the
present imbalance is understandably a matter of concern
to China... China's foreign exchange is limited. To
sustain imports at their present levels they will seek
new opportunities to earn exchange with exports to
Canada." The committee also recognized that "Canada's
trade with the People's Republic of China has been
significant for more than a decade and shows considerable
potential for further growth. However, the present large
imbalance of trade in Canada's favour cannot be sustained
indefinitely." " It is probable that China will
increasingly press for Canada to accept more of its
exports in return for a continuing and growing place in
the Chinese market."
The same message was echoed ever since by both
governments as well as non-government bodies. For
example, a study conveyed by Canadian forest industry
stated that the trade imbalance was hampering greatly the
forest-product sales to China and that future sales
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levels would not increase until Canada started buying
more Chinese products.[China Trade Report, Mar 1985]
Chinese government also expressed concern over the
trade gap. It was said that the Chinese Embassy at Ottawa
complained to Canadian trade officials on almost a daily
basis.[China Trade Report, Mar 1985] This message was
also voiced out by top Chinese officials. For example,
during a visit to Canada in 1985, President Li Xiannian
of China told Canadian Trade Minister that" there is
growing concern in Peking over the ever-widening trade
imbalance between the two countries."[China Trade Report,
Dec 1985]
In summary, China has a great demand for
Canadian equipment and technology in various areas.
However both governments realize that the trade imbalance
is a major hindrance of further imports. An increase in
Chinese exports to Canada will improve the imbalance
situation, enabling further imports from Canada. This
move will thus be welcomed by both Chinese government and
Canadian government.
1.3 Government Trade Policy
The primary drive for China to develop Sino-
Canadian trade is the import of Canadian technology and
expertise. to support its modernization program. China's
seventh Five-Year Plan tried to build energy,
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transportation, telecommunications and electronics
industries, which fit closely with Canada's expertise.
Sectors of particular promise for Canadian firms included
hydroelectric power; agriculture and forestry products
included animal husbandry and grain harvesting equipment;
high technology products like digital switching, cellular
radio and satellite communications; transportation
products in sea, land and air.[Desloges 1986]
Canadian government, on the other hand, realizes
the potential of the Asian market and worried over its
over-dependence on American market. As a result, Canada
is looking towards more trading with Asia.[Phinney 1987]
Prime Minister Mr. Mulrony said after a meeting with
President Li of China that Canada viewed China "as a very
important trading partner" and that "we will continue to
trade and to upgrade our relationship. [Canada Reports,
Sept 11, 1985] He emphasized the same message during a
speech to the seventh annual general meeting of the
Canada/China Trade Council in May 1986:"We are focussing
attention on the Asia and Pacific region. Within this
region, China is a special priority. ""Canada is ready as
never before to expand its economic and trade relations
with China. We have defined a new economic agenda of our
own, in trade, in technology, in investment, in deficit
control, in economic development."[ Canada-Hong Kong
Business, summer 1986)
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Hence it is obvious that both governments like
to see an increase in trade between them and any measures
which improve the trade imbalance situation will be
welcomed by both sides. In the next section, we shall
summarize specific measures taken by both governments to
develop the bilateral trade.
1.4 Governmental Effort on Trade Promotion
1.4.1 Introduction
Both governments have put much effort on improving
trade in both directions. There is an annual Canada China
Joint Trade Committee which meets alternately in Ottawa
and Peking to take care of commercial relations between
the two countries. Both countries have granted each other
most favoured-nation trading status since 1973. Other
trade facilitation programs are given in subsequent
paragraphs.
1.4.2 Twinning of Provinces and Cities
Regional co-operation agreements were made between
Chinese provinces/cities and Canadian provinces/cities.
Usually these provinces/cities share similar economic and
cultural interests. Twinning not only led to stronger
ties, but also facilitated many successful business
ventures and stimulated trade between them.[Desloges
1986] There are Twinning agreements between the following
provinces/cities[John Cheh,1988]:
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1.4.3 Export Assistance Programs of Canadian Government
a. Export Development Corporation
It is a government corporation which provides a wide
range of insurance and bank guarantee services( a
total of 13 types of services) to Canadian exporters
and arranges credits for foreign buyers.[Federal
Programs and Services Index, 1986]
b. Lower interest rates for China
Canadian government established a special soft loan
fund(C$350 million) for China projects at concessionary
rates in response to similar moves by competing
exporters from other nations.[Keller 1988]
c. Canadian International Development Agency
This organization administers Canadian aid to China,
which exceeds C$40 million per year. The agency "pays
special attention to three crucial aspects of
development: agriculture (including fisheries and
forestry), energy and human resource
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development.[Federal Programs and Services Index 1986).
The agency provides funds for feasibility studies,
initial investment, and support for adaptation and
testing required in technology transfer projects.
[Keller 1988)
d. Program for Export Market Development
It provides general export assistance to Canadian firms
seeking new markets in China: support of market
identification trips, participation of trade missions,
preparation of project tender bids, etc. Assistance is
in the form of cost-share schemes in which government
paid about 50% of these promotional expenses.
[Keller 1988]
1.4.4 Export Promotion of Chinese Government
China promotes exports to Canada through trade
shows/ exhibitions. For example, in an effort to promote
export, there were six export commodities shows to Canada
in 1987, covering an extensive line of products. These
shows were organized by Chinese provinces or China
Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT).
The CCPIT show alone reported over $40 million in sales
contracts. [John Cheh 1988]
1.4.5 Trade Organizations
a. Canada/China Trade Council
It is a non-profit service organization established in
1978 to promote trade between Canada and China. Its
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members are Canadian companies engaged in Canada-China
commercial, industrial and financial activities. It
operates a Head Office in Toronto and a China Office in
Peking. The Council arranges business visits, meetings
and negotiations as well as technical services and
support services to member firms.[ Source: Canada-
China Trade Council leaflet)
b. China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
It is an independent non-profit service organization in
China. It has a very close relationship with Ministry
of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade( MOFERT) of
China. Many officials of CCPIT are either ex-officials
of MOFERT or also present officials of MOFERT. CCPIT
has branches in all Chinese provinces and major cities.
Its main activities include the organization of trade shows
in foreign countries as well as in China, provision of
support services to Chinese import and export
corporations and foreign businesses.
2_ Role of Hong Kona in Chinese Foreign Trade
Hong Kong has long been a major entrepot for China.
It's role became even more prominent after China adopted
open-door policy in 1978. Re-exports of China- origin
goods was only HK$781 million in 1978, but it grew to
HK$10,803 million in 1987- an 15 times increase in ten
years.[Nai-Ruenn Chen 1988]
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The advantages of Hong Kong in Chinese foreign
trade may be summarized into 13 favourable aspects [Mun
and Chan 1986]
1. Geographic location
2. International communication facilities
3. Housing and housing facilities
4. Recreation facilities
5. Available China experts
6. Warehousing and transportation facilities
7. Banking service support
8. Strategic location fro analyzing policy changes
in China
9. Information collection about China's development
10. The third leading financial center in the world
11. A place for training Chinese managers
12. Connections to Chinese trading companies in Hong
Kong
13. An agent for transferring technology to China.
The role of Hong Kong as the middleman between
China and foreign businesses were emphasized by other
authors. Keating[1987] pointed out that dealing
through a Hong Kong middleman could eliminate much
un-foreseen difficulties, especially in co-ordination
work, and the extra overhead involved was worthwhile to
western businessman unfamiliar with the ways of Asian
business. Besides, those who insisted on dealing directly
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with PRC could consult the China trade experts available
in Hong Kong.
Behull and Chan [1986] argued that Hong Kong
traders' China trade experience and their good contacts
with Chinese corporations enabled them to perform well
the role of middleman. Although large foreign firms
committed to China trade might set up their own offices
in China or Hong Kong, firms with modest plans should
appoint Hong Kong middleman to conduct China trade for
them. Desloges [1986] added that foreign businessmen
could find competent Hong Kong traders in handling
countertrade resulting from export deals to China.
Besides serving as the middleman, Hong Kong
businessmen can be the direct investor in China. It
was estimated that since 1978, about 90% of foreign
investments in China came from Hong Kong and Macau firms.
Guangdong province alone has more than 10,000 Hong Kong
investments employing over one million laborers. Hong
Kong manufacturers are moving their manufacturing
facilities into China to make use of its cheap labour and
production costs, while only keeps the RD, sales
services and a small portion of manufacturing facilities
in Hong Kong. [Forestier 1988)
This. kind of change is especially prominent for
labour intensive industries like the toy industry and
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garment industry. It was estimated that more than half of
Hong Kong's toy production came from China, and the
proportion would continue to grow. Substantial part of
the growth in toy export since 1983 could be attributed
to the re-exports of Chinese-content but Hong Kong
labelled goods[ Walden 1987]. Similar shift is observed
in garment industry
[Goldstein 1988].
In both industries, the manufacture and assembly
have moved into China, leaving research and development,
engineering, tooling and marketing in Hong Kong.
3. Perception of Risks
There had been little research on businessman's
perception of trading with China. However, some research
had been done on trading with other communist countries
like Eastern Europe and USSR. Hisrich and Peters(1983)
surveyed among U.S. manufacturers the attitudes and
interest in specific trade-related activities. They found
that the following factors were of most concern by firms
currently trading with these countries:
a. Financing of trade arrangements
b. Lack of protection for U.S. copyrights and
patents
c. Time required of senior management
d. Possibility of default
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e. Harassment of U.S. business by foreign government
during political crises.
The order of concern among these factors might vary
for different countries. Factors a, b, and c were major
concerns for both USSR and Eastern Europe. Factor d was a
higher concern to Eastern Europe while Factor e was a
higher concern to USSR.
Firms not currently trading with these countries
expressed concerns on additional factors like:
f. high initial investment without assurance of
return
q. unfamiliarity with market.
There were evidences that these concerns were also
applicable to trade with China. Brunner and Taoka(1977)
studied perceptions of various aspects of business
opportunities and peculiarities of negotiations in China
by surveying among U.S. businessmen who attended
Guangzhou Trade Fairs. Similarly to the findings of
Hisrich and Peters(1983), the concern on time was
mentioned:... the Chinese take a longer time to reply to
foreign trade proposals than do Europeans... Thus,
patience evidently is a key ingredient to success. "There
was also some agreement among the respondents that "
Chinese will not honour patent agreements. The authors
attributed this concern to respondents' own experiences
in trading with other recently developed markets.
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Regarding the financing aspects, Brunner and Taoka
described specifically that there were problems relating
to the convertibility of currency, the extention of
credit, and the insistence that Western-European
currencies be used in contract negotiations. However
there were wide differences of opinion on financial
problems among respondents. Besides, most respondents did
not regard this as a major obstacle to the expansion of
trade. Lee and Lo [1988] conducted a follow-up survey
of the Brunner and Taoka study among voting members of
the American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong in 1985. It
revealed a picture on China business environment which
was relatively consistent with that 10 years ago. Changes
detected in the follow-up survey was attributed to the
enlarged business scope and nature instead of actual
changes as such.
For both USSR and Eastern Europe, the most frequent
activity was exporting to these countries. Licencing was
more often with Eastern Europe than USSR, while
importing and exporting not linked by contracts were
often with USSR. These three methods:exporting,
licencing, importing and exporting without a contract,
were the most frequent methods for trading with the
controlled. economies (Hisrich & Peters 1983). On the
other hand, Brunner & Taoka (1977) found that China was
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regarded primarily as a source of imports by U.S.
businessmen. Moreover, a substantial number of
respondents were interested in both importing and
exporting.
4. Country-of-origin Effect
4.1 Review on research findings
It is widely recognized that the source country of
a product may influence consumer's perception on the
quality of the product. In the past twenty years, a lot
of literature has been written and a lot of researches
have been done on the relationship between the source
country and the perceived quality of the product. This
section of literature review serves the purpose of
studying and summarizing the literature and researches
regarding the country-of-origin effect on buyer
evaluations of products. According to Bikley
and Nes, the relationship between the source country and
the consumer percetion can be explored from an
information theoretic perspective, which suggests that a
product can be taken " as consisting of an array of
information cues."(Bikley and Nes 1982) There are two
types of information cues: intrinsic and extrinsic cues.
Examples of intrinsic cues are taste, design, and
performance, etc., while examples of extrinsic cues are
price, brandname, and warranties. In a situation when
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consumers know little about the quality of the product,
which is always the case as quality is seldom detectable
prior to purchase and consumers engage in relatively
little information search about the product (Bikley and
Nes 1982), consumers tend to evaluate the intrinsic
quality of a product by judging on the extrinsic cues and
make inference. Brandname, seller reputation, price, and
advertising are cues consumers will use as a signal for
quality. The country-of-origin is also one of them,
especially when consumer is less familiar with
products of foreign origin (Bikley and Nes, 1982).
The phenomenon of such extrinsic cue-based
evaluations explains why buyer perception on the quality
of a product is influenced by country-of-origin.
However, the extent of the influence of the country-of-
origin and the question of which specific intrinsic
dimension is influenced by the country-of-origin have to
be found out by researches.
All researches being studied indicated that country
of origin does influence buyer's perception on products.
Respondents as a whole expressed different opinion
towards the quality of products if the countries of
origin of those products were different. This is true
whether the references used in the researches were
imported products in general, classes of products, or
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specific product items. However, it should be noted that
there may be significant difference in opinions about
product quality from any one foreign nation if the
reference used in the survey changed from classes of
products to individual product items.
In Bikley and Nes's article, 1982, the authors
summarized that in MDCs (more developed countries),
consumers tend to evaluate more favourably towards
products made in their own countries. In a situation
that the source country is a MDC, and the importing
country is a LDC (less developed country), or vice versa,
the perception of consumer tends to be related to the
economic development, political climate and culture of
the source country. The exact relationship depends on
individual countries.
In addition, in Lillis and Narayana's article,
1974, it is recognized that while a country's product
image may be generally negative, certain variables are
nonetheless evaluated favourably. This implies that
certain favourably conceived product attributes should be
emphasized in promotion.
In Nagashima's research, 1977, it is found that
buyer perception due to country of origin can be changed
over time. In the article, it is mentioned that the
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perception on Japanese and US products had changed
significantly over a period of ten years. However,
opinions as to how to change the bias differ from
research to research. Some suggested the use of
strategies such as price reduction, emphasis on
brandname, benefits and superior aspects of the product,
while others suggested advertising and publicity campaign
to rectify the bias.
As mentioned above, general country attitude might
be significantly different from specific product
attitude. Buyer perception on the quality of products
varies from product to product even the source country is
the same. Therefore, it is argued in Bikley's article
that it might be misleading to base advertising on
general national product attitudes, because specific
product attitudes are more relevant. In Reierson's
research, 1967, it is found that window display in a
prestigious retailer is the most effective method of
promotion.
While most of the studies conducted so far have
focussed on the issue of country of origin effects, there
have been relatively fewer studies on the interaction
between sourcing country and specific brandname from
another country. Han and Terpstra (1987) found that
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"consumer perceptions of product quality at the overall
level, as well as at the level of individual product
dimensions, vary across product modes, i.e., US-
branded/US-made, US-branded/foreign-made, foreign-
branded/foreign-made. While both cues affect consumer
perceptions, the study found that sourcing country
stimuli were found to have more powerful effects than
brandname on consumer evaluations of bi-national
products. In the same research, it was shown
that serviceability was a factor contributing to
preference of home country. However, well-known foreign
brandnames can help compensate this competitive
disadvantage of foreign products on serviceability.
4.2 Review on methodology of researches
Of the seven research studies on the effect of
country-of-origin, being studied, two studies (Gaedeke
1973, Reierson, 1966) used college students as consumer
surrogates with a view that they were a rapidly expanding
market segment. Two other surveys targeted at
businessmen apparently for two different reasons: (a) One
survey (Cattin, Jolibert, and Lohmes 1982) studied the
perception of industrial users on foreign industrial
products and (b) the other survey (Nagashima 1977) took
into the consideration that businessmen played a
significant role in import-export trading. The remaining
surveys being studied used household residents as their
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samples. These imply that in this research, while
college students can be accepted as consumer surrogate
for the reasons of convenience and limited resources,
another set of questionnaires should be sent to Canadian
businessmen to tap their opinions on import of Chinese
products.
Earlier researches involved questions about quality
without further elaborating on the various elements of
quality. Curtis Reierson's research in 1966 is an
example. Researches at a later stage are more detailed.
For consumer's evaluation on products, questions usually
involve five aspects: Price and Value, Service and
Engineering, Advertising and Reputation, Design and
Style, and Customer Profile. Researches on industrial
purchasing decision usually involve questions about
pricing, reliability, workmanship, technicality and
performance. Also, the questions asked are structured
in the format of bipolar dimensions with either a 5-point
or 7-point scale. Points scored on each question
correspond to the point scale in the question. For the
purpose of easy comparison with past researches, the
format of questions and the content of questions can be
taken as reference in the construction of the
questionnaire in this research.
It is found in past researches that different
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classes of products used as reference will generate
different consumer perceptions. Also, if only the
country of origin is mentioned without giving a specific
product as reference, the mental picture formed in the
mind of a respondent may differ significantly from those
of other respondents. Therefore, to understand more
precisely what the buyer perception is, it is suggested
that in this research, several sets of questionnaires
should be distributed, each with a different specific
class of product such as shirt, or tape recorder as
reference.
5. Strategic Implication
In summary, there is great potential for the growth
of Sino-Canadian trade in both directions. However, the
major trade barrier is the trade imbalance between the
two countries in favour of Canada. Hong Kong may help to
rectify the problem by improving Chinese export to
Canada.
There will be five possible outcomes in the
findings of this research, resulting in two major
strategic implications (see Figure 1 below):
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FIGURE 1
POSSIBLE PERCEPTUALDIFFERENCES OF CANADIAN CONSUMERSTOWARDSTHE THREE PRODUCTMODES
H/H vs C/C H/H vs H/C H/C vs C/C IS THE CASE CAN HK HELP?
POSSIBLE?
NSCASE1 NS NS YES NO
S SCASE 2 NS YES NO
SCASE 3 S S YES NO
SCASE 4 NS NS YES YES
S NSCASE 5 S YES YES
NS NS SCASE 6 NO* NA
S NSNS NO*CASE 7 NA




S= SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE EXISTS
NS= NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
NA= NOT APPLICABLE
IT IS ASSUMEDTHAT H/H IS AT LEAST AS GOODAS H/C, WHICH IN TURN IS AS GOOD
AS C/C. THUS, CASES 6 TO 8 ARE IMPOSSIBLE CASES.
In case 1, since there is no perceptual difference
among the three product modes, in which case Chinese
products are just as good as Hong Kong products, the
value of Hong Kong involvement is zero.
In case 2, Canadians perceive the difference
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between HK-branded/HK-made products and China-
branded/China-made products, but they do not perceive
the difference between HK-branded/China-made products and
China-branded/China-made products. Thus, using Hong Kong
brandnames on Chinese products cannot help improve the
product image of Chinese products.
In case 3, Canadians perceive the difference among
the three product modes. Although using Hong Kong
brandnames on Chinese products will most likely help
improve the product image of Chinese products, there is
no incentive for Hong Kong businessmen to move their
production base to China as China-made products with Hong
Kong brandnames may adversely affect the image of Hong
Kong products.
In case 4, there is no perceptual difference
between Hong Kong-branded/Hong Kong-made products and
Hong Kong-branded/China-made products. Therefore, there
is an incentive for Hong Kong businessmen to move their
production base to China in order to lower the production
cost and at the same time, without adversely affecting
the product image of Hong Kong products. In other words,
there will be an increase of export of China-made
products to Canada due to the move of production base
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from Hong Kong to China.
Similar to case 4, in case 5, due to the fact that
there is no perceptual difference between HK-branded/HK-
made products and HK-branded/China-made products, there
is an incentive for Hong Kong businessmen to move their
production base to China to lower the production cost.
Moreover, the fact that Canadians perceive the difference
between HK-branded/China-made products and China-
branded/China-made products will enhance the role of Hong
Kong as a marketing base for China while China will play
the role of a production base for Hong Kong.
Cases 6 to 8 are impossible cases if we assume Hong
Kong products are at least as good as Hong Kong-
branded/China-made products, which in turn are at least
as good as Chinese products. Thus, the crucial tests of
finding out whether Hong Kong can help are based on: (1)
a perceived difference between Hong Kong-branded/Hong
Kong-made and China-branded/China-made products and (2)
no perceived difference between Hong Kong-branded/Hong
Kong-made and Hong Kong-branded/China-made products. The
above discussion tends to be product specific rather than
true across product categories. Readiness of China as a
production base for Hong Kong products differ from one
industry to another. For example, Hong Kong
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manufacturers may successfully transfer the production
base of clothing to China, but not the production base of
electronic products.
Perceived risk in trading with China may be another
factor which deters Canadian businessmen from engaging in
China trade. Trading via Hong Kong may be a better
alternative.
Our study on risk perception investigates risk
perception in these two modes of China trade among
Canadian traders as well as Hong Kong traders.
The first basic assumption is that Canadian traders
see risks in direct trade with China. Secondly, these
risks can be reduced by trading via Hong Kong.
If both groups of traders share the same perception
on Hong Kong's role in risk reduction, these two groups
of traders will readily co-operate and export more
Chinese goods to Canada via Hong Kong, leading to an
overall increase in Chinese export to Canada.
However, if Canadian traders do not see any
improvement in trading via Hong Kong, or have views on
Hong Kong's role which are different from that of their
Hong Kong counterparts, it will be less likely for them
to co-operate in China trade. More effort is thus needed
in promoting to Canadian traders the role of Hong Kong in
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risk reduction.
On the other hand, knowledge of Canadian traders'
present expectation on trading via Hong Kong is valuable




MODEL & TESTING HYPOTHESES
1. Model
Based on the discussion in the previous two chapters, a
working model is proposed for our study on trade imbalance
problem in China-Canada trade.
I. Consumer acceptance of Chinese Products
Mode:
1. HK-brand/HK made Canadian
2. HK-brand/China made consumers'
3. China-brand/China made acceptance
Product
Category/
Canadian consumers' acceptance ofDependent variable
products
Independent variables: product modes incorporating brand
name and country-of-origin
Moderating variable: product category
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II. Traders' acceptance of Chinese Products
Mode:
1. HK-brand/HK made Canadian
2. HK-brand/China made traders'
3. China-brand/China made acceptance
Product
Category
Dependent variable: Canadian traders' acceptance of
products
Independent variables: product modes incorporating brand
name and country of origin
Moderating variable: product category
III. Risk Perception Difference in China trade
perception of riskNation of traders
reduction in China( HK, Canada)
trade via Hongkong
vs direct
perception of risk reduction inDependent variable
China trade via Hk vs. direct
Independent variable: nation of traders
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2. Testing Hypotheses
Hypotheses which will be tested in this study are:
2.1Produot Image
1 Canadian consumers perceive that Hk/Hk products
are significantly better than Ch/Ch products.
2: Canadian consumers perceive that Hk/Hk products
are not significantly better than Hk/Ch products.
3: Canadian businessmen perceive that Hk/Hk products
are significantly better than Ch/Ch products.
4: Canadian businessmen perceive that Hk/Hk products
are not significantly better than Hk/Ch products.
5 The above four hypotheses are not true across
product categories.
2.2 Perceived Risk of China Trade
1 Canadian traders perceive less risk for China
trade via Hong Kong as compared to direct trade
with China.
2: Hong Kong traders perceive less risk for China
trade via Hong Kong as compared to direct trade
with China.
3: Hong Kong traders and Canadian traders have the
same risk perception for direct trade between
China and Canada.
4: Hong Kong traders and Canadian traders have the





1. Canadian consumers' perceived quality
1.1 Measures
1.1.1 Dependent Variable
The formulation of the dependent variable was derived
from other research on brand image studies. The brand image
is specified and measured on the basis of the perceptual
scores on a number of salient product attributes.
The brand image items employed in this study have been
used in other studies (Cattin,Jolibert,Lohnes 1982; Nagashima








concerned with appearance/concerned with performance
clever use of color,design/poor taste of color,design
much ad & promotion/ few ad & promotion
more for lower class/more for upper class




The independent variables can be represented as three
bi-national and uni-national products and they are cross-
classified into three product modes (Fig.1).
HK brand China brand
HK made Q1
China made Q2 Q3
Qi represents consumers' perceived quality of HK brand/HK
made products; Q2 represents consumers' perceived quality of
HK brand/China made products; lastly Q3 represents consumers'
perceived quality of China brand/China made products. The
product mode (China brand/HK made) is not included in the
study because (1) it does not seem to be a good alternative
for Chinese manufacturer to produce low-tech products in
Hongkong where production costs are much higher than China,
(2) products made in Hongkong and exported to Canada will not
improve the trading position of the two countries (now in
Canada's favor).
The main purposes of this design can be summarized as
follows:
(1) To find out any competitive advantage (disadvantage) of
purely HK made products as compared to purely China made
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products. Differences between Q1 and Q3 will indicate such
differences in competitive advantage.
(2) To find out any change of product image when HK
manufacturers relocate their production site to China.
Differences between Q1 and Q2 would show such changes if they
exist.
(3) To find out any change in product image when purely China
made product is replaced with HK brand. Differences between
Q2 and Q3 will indicate such changes.
1.1.3 Moderating variable
Consumers' perceived product quality of foreign made
products can be product specific (Hafhill 1980). Therefore,
two specific products (dressing shirt and portable tape
recorder) were selected to clarify the existence of the
moderating variable in our working model.
Specific product
Two specific products- dressing shirt, tape recorder-
were chosen for study. The reason are: (i) these two products
are both available and exported by both Hongkong and China.
(ii) They are relatively familiar to the average consumer.
Product class
It was suggested that consumers biased not only against
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specific products made in a foreign country, but also against
foreign products in general as well as particular product
classes (Reierson 1966). In order to develop a greater
understanding of consumer attitudes toward products made in
China, respondents were required to rank their preferences of
similar products made in six Asian countries (Taiwan,
Hongkong, Thailand, S.Korea, Malaysia and China) in three
different product classes (small electrical appliances, food
products, clothing).
Three product classes- small electrical appliances,
food products, clothing- were chosen for study because (i)
these are the product classes most frequently exported by the
six Asian countries, (ii) again, they are familiar to the
average consumer.
1.2 Treatment and data collection method
The products to be evaluated were specified to avoid
measurement errors due to differences of understanding and
interpretation among subjects. Basically, the questionnaire
design is similar to that of Han Terpstra (1987). Uni-
national products were described as follow:
The product you are about to evaluate is a (product)
designed and engineered in (country of seller) by (seller).
It is packaged with a comparatively high level of standard
equipment and sold in Canada under its original brand name-
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(brand name). (Brand name) is one of the most popular models
in (country of sellers).
Similarly, the description for bi-national products was:
The product you are about to evaluate is a (product)
designed and engineered in (designer's country) by (designer)
and produced in (manufacturing location) using
(manufacturer's) labor and material. It is packaged with a
comparatively high level of stand equipment and sold in
Canada under its original brand name- (brand name). (Brand
name) is one of the most popular models in (designer's
country).
For examining respondents' evaluation of product
classes, the question is structured as follows:
Which nation do you think delivers the best value for
money in different product categories, when one considers
price, quality, design and service, etc? Please rank them in
order from 1 to 6 while 1 represents the best choice and 6
represents the worst choice.
A survey with self-administered questionnaire was
conducted to examine (1) the effect of different product
modes on consumers' perceived quality, and (2) consumers'
evaluation of products from six asian countries across three
product classes. The questionnaires were distributed randomly




The study utilizes a between-subject design instead of a
with-in-subject design which has been criticized of inducing
subject artifacts (Weber Cook 1972 Adair,Spinner,Carlopio
Lindsay 1983). In the between-subjuct design, each subject
is asked to evaluate a product with a certain product mode.
Therefore, a total of six sample questionnaires( 2 products
X 3 product modes) were used (see appendix 1).
Canadian consumers
College students from the University of Western Ontario,
Canada were used as consumer surrogates. Though these samples
cannot be viewed as nationally representative, they
constitute relatively comparable population in terms of
socioeconomic characteristics, such as education and social
background, which might affect evaluations (Anderson,
Cunningham 1972). A total of 150 questionnaires (25 X 6
samples) were distributed and 113 were collected (see
appendix 2 for sample profile).
2. Canadian Businessmen's perceived quality
It was suggested that direct experience with a product
might lessen the impact of the country-of-origin stereotype
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(Johansson,Douglas,Nonaka 1985). Industrial buyers who have
relatively wider exposure to products from other foreign
countries, thus, might have a different perception about
quality of imported products.
Basically, the above processes of measures, sampling,
and data collection for Canadian consumers were repeated here
for studying Canadian businessmen's perceived quality of
products made in Hongkong and China.
Respondents selected for this study were general
managers of trading firms in Canada. The list was taken from
The International Directory of Importers. For the industrial
buyers, questionnaires were sent out in two batches (150
in each batch). A total of 300 questionnaires (50 X 6
samples) with self-address and stamped return envelop were
sent out and 40 were collected (see appendix 2 for sample
profile).
3. Perceived risks of trading with China
While product image constitutes an important barrier for
market penetration in international markets; trading risks,
particularly in communist countries, posted another major
barrier for improvement in bilateral trade. Although the
opportunity and importance of China-Canada trade is widely
recognized by business and government, the importance of
traders' attitudes about trading risk and its effect on
bilateral trade has not been widely researched.
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Further, in recent years, the number of multinational
firms setting up their representative offices in Hongkong is
on the increase. What role can Hongkong play in improving
the trading conditions between Canada and China? Can Hongkong
traders help reduce the perceived risk of trading with China?
These are the questions we will try to answer in this study.
3.1 Measures
3.1.lDependent Variable
The risk perception is specified and measured on the
basis of the perceptual score on a number of salient risk
factors. These risk factors were derived from the literatures
(Hibrich Peter 1983, Brehm 1983, Pye 1986, OD Nee Jr.
Jones 1987, Thompson 1985). They were presented in statements
and respondents were asked to evaluate these statements by
indicating their degree of agreement or disagreement on a
seven point Likert scale.











Time required of senior management
Financial loss
3.1.2 Independent variable
The independent variable is the nation of the traders-
Hongkong or Canada. Risk perception of Hongkong and Canadian
traders were compared. Fig (2) shows the four different





Rl represents HK traders' perceived risk of direct China-
Canada trade R2 represents Canadian traders' perceived risk
of direct China-Canada trade R3 represents HK traders'
perceived risk of China-Canada trade via Hongkong and
lastly, R4 represents Canadian traders' perceived risk of
China-Canada trade via Hongkong.
Four implications can be 'interpreted from this design:
(1) Differences-between Ri and R3 would indicate HK traders'
opinion of their role in lessening (aggrevating) the percieved
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risk in China-Canada trade.
(2) Differences between R2 and R4 would suggest Canadian
traders' view about HK trader's role in lessening
(aggrevating) the perceived risk in China-Canada trade.
(3) Differences between Rl and R2 would indicate differences
of risk perception by Canadian vs. Hongkong traders about
direct China-Canada trade.
(4) Differences between R3 and R4 would indicate difference of
risk perception by Canadian vs. Hongkong traders about HK
traders' ability in lessening risk in China-Canada trade.
3.2 Treatment and data collection method
After respondents have read one of the two scenarios
described in the beginning of the questionnaire, they were
asked to evaluate how likely the situations described in the
ten statements would occur in the course of trading with
China.
Scenario 1- Direct trading with China
Cantrade, a Canadian trading company, is currently
undertaking some direct trading activities with Sino-Tech of
China. The latter is a well known manufacturer in China. The
trading activities were initiated by Cantrade after the
General manager read an advertisement in a trade journal.
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Cantrade, a Canadian trading company, is currently
undertaking some indirect trading activities with Sino-Tech of
China through Cosmos Trading Company of Hongkong. Cosmos is a
well known trader in Hongkong. The trading activities were
initiated by Cantrade after the General manager read and
advertisement in a trade journal put out by Cosmos.
A survey with self-administered questionnaires was
conducted to examine the different effect of trading route on




Respondents selected for this study were general managers
of Canadian firms listed in The International Director Of
Importers. A total of 150 questionnaires (75 X 2 samples)
were sent in Canada and 34 were collected (see appendix 2 for
sample profile).
3.3.2 Hong Kong traders
Respondents selected were managers of Hongkong firms
listed in the Dunn Bradstreet Directory Of Hongkong
Business. A total of 150 questionnaires (75 X 2 samples) were
sent and 31 were collected (see appendix 2 for sample
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profile).
4. Trade Activities and Product Categories
Although the general evaluation would shed light on
traders' overall risk perception on China-Canada trade,
various trade activities and products traded might reflect
different level of perceived risk. Thus traders' willingness
in participating in various trade activities and products




















These product categories were chosen because they are similar




1. Product Image- Canadian Consumers
An One-way ANOVA on product modes (HK-branded/HK-
made, HK-branded/China-made, and China-branded/China-made)
was done for both product types (shirt, and tape recorder)
(Tablel & 2). It can be seen from the results of the two
one-way ANOVA tests that different product modes affect
consumer's perceived product image. Also, the different
perceptions of consumers on two products- shirt and tape
recorder- supports the hypothesis that the country-of-origin





RESULTS OF 1-WAY ANOVAON DIFFERENT PRODUCTATTRIBUTES AS DEPENDENTVARIABLES
SUM OF SQUARES
NEWMAN-KEULSTEST
BETWEENGROUPSATTRIBUTES WITHIN GROUPS F RATIO (p<0.05)
3.31 60.05PRICE (Al) NO SIGNIFICANCE1.46
0.12 112.71 0.03VALUE (A2) NO SIGNIFICANCE
2.36 80.62 0.78 NO SIGNIFICANCERELIABILITY (A3)





















RESULTS OF 1-WAY ANOVAON DIFFERENT PRODUCTATTRIBUTES AS DEPENDENTVARIABLES
SUM OF SQUARES
NEWMAN-KEULTEST
ATTRIBUTES BETWEENGROUPS WITHIN GROUPS F RATIO (p<0.05)
PRICE (Al) 2.63 97.37 0.73 NO SIGNIFICANCE
VALUE (A2) 1.09 85.46 0.34 NO SIGNIFICANCE
RELIABILITY (A3) 2.67 131.89 0.55 NO SIGNIFICANCE
LUXURY(A4) 0.33 107.03 0.08 NO SIGNIFICANCE
TECHNOLOGY(A5) 0.34 114.37 0.77 NO SIGNIFICANCE
INNOVATION (A6) 0 119.47 0 NO SIGNIFICANCE
PERFORMANCE(A7) 2.56 128 0.54 NO SIGNIFICANCE
DESIGN (A8) 7.89 101.68 2.1 NO SIGNIFICANCE
1.82 108.74PROMOTION(A9) 0.45 NO SIGNIFICANCE












1.1 Specific Product image
1.1.1 Shirt
Table 1 shows the One-way ANOVA result on various
product attributes across the three product modes and the
results of the Newman-Keul test. The results indicate that
there were significant differences in two product attributes-
namely technology and design.
In terms of design, HK-branded/HK-made (Hh/Hk)
shirt is superior to China-branded/ China-made (Ch/Ch)
shirt, but HK-branded/China-made (Hk/Ch) shirt is not
significantly different from either Hk/Hk or Ch/Ch shirts.
From Hong Kong manufacturers' point of view, they can
produce in China without causing any ill-effect on the
image of product design. Such re-location of production
facilities not only helps Chinese export but it is also
possible to improve design image of Ch/Ch shirts through the
acceptance of Hk/Ch shirts by Canadian consumers.
Technology level of Hk/Hk shirt is superior to
both Ch/Ch and Hk/Ch shirts. There is no significant
difference between Ch/Ch and Hk/Ch shirt. As a result, Hong
Kong manufacturers will sacrifice the image in technology
level if they move the production base into China.
It is observed that there was no significant
difference for the other eight product attributes for product
modes HK-branded/China-made and China-branded/China-made.
This indicates that only when design is overwhelmingly
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important in buying a shirt, Hong Kong brand will mean much
and can help much.
1.1.2 Tape Recorder
Table 2 shows that, for tape recorder, there was no
significant difference among the three product modes in all
ten product attributes. Therefore, within the perception of
Canadian consumers, there was no significant difference among
HK-branded/HK-made, HK-branded/China-made, China-
branded/China-made tape recorders.
1.2 Perception Differences Between Different Sexes
1.2.1 Shirt
As supplementary information, ANOVA tests were
conducted to detect whether consumers of different sexes have
different perceptions on shirt of the three product modes.
It was found that male Canadian consumers tended to perceive
that HK-branded/HK-made shirt was more technologically
advanced than the other two product modes. Also, male
Canadian consumers also evaluated that HK-branded/HK-made
shirt was more innovative than HK-branded/China-made shirt.
Within the perception of female Canadian consumers, there was
no significant difference among the three product modes in
all ten product attributes.
1.2.2 Tape Recorder
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A similar analysis was done again for tape
recorder. It was found that within the perception of both
male and female Canadian consumers, there was no significant
difference among the three product modes in all ten product
attributes.
1.3 Perception Differences Due To Income
1.3.1 Shirt
To obtain supplementary information, ANOVA tests
were done to detect the perception differences between two
different income groups (those having family income higher
than CAN$45,000 and those lower than CAN$45,000). It was
found that Canadian consumers of family income lower than
Can$45,000 perceived that HK-branded/HK-made shirt was better
designed than the other two product modes. At the same time,
Canadian consumers of family income higher than Can$45,000
perceived that HK-branded/HK-made shirt was more
technologically advanced than China-branded/China-made shirt.
1.3.2 Tape Recorder
For tape recorder, ANOVA results indicates that
both income groups perceived no significant different among
the three product modes in all ten product attributes.
1.4 Ranking For Different Product Categories
Canadian consumers were asked to rank six Asian
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countries in three product categories, and the results are
shown on table 3. It can be seen that Hong Kong products are
ranked first in small electrical appliances and clothing
categories. China is ranked first in the food product
category. Similar results are found if the data of male and
female consumers are seperately processed. There seems to be
a general pattern of rankings across the three product
categories. Hong Kong is ranked either 1 or 2; Taiwan is
ranked either 2 or 3; Thailand is ranked 4 or 5; and Malaysia
is ranked 6. China, with the exception of the food product
category, is ranked fourth. This suggests that when sourcing
country is the only given information for product evaluation,









APPLIANCES RANK 1 RANK 2 RANK 3 RANK 4 RANK 5 RANK 6CHI-SQUARE SIG.
18TAIWAN 35 23 17 4 3 NO. 05
HONGKONG 49 30 12 7 0 2 NO. 05
0THAILAND 3 9 30 46 12 P0.05
S. KOREA 24 21 29 13 10 3 NO. 05
0 0MALAYSIA 1 10 29 53 P0.05
7 11CHINA 21 24 11 26 P0.05
B. FOOD PRODUCT RANK 1 RANK 2 RANK 3 RANK 4 RANK 5 RANK 6CHI-SQUARE SIG.
13 19TAIWAN 10 20 20 19 NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
19 15 10HONGKONG 21 24 10 NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
20 2317 13 16 10 NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCETHAILAND
29 24 6 NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE14 22S. KOREA 5
1914 41 NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE8 9MALAYSIA 9
9 5 14 NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE1422CHINA 36



















2. Product Image- Canadian Businessmen
2.1 Shirt
Table 4 shows ANOVA results on businessmen's
perceived product image with the results of the Newman-Keuls
tests. The results indicate that there are significant
differences in three product attributes (price, innovation,
and design) across the three product modes. That is
businessmen perceived shirts with the three different product
modes as different from each other for price, innovation, and
design. Moreover, the fact that the mode effect is not
consistently significant across all product attributes may
suggest that country image is specific to product attributes
(Erickson et al 1984)
Shirt with the product mode HK/HK (Hongkong brand,
Hongkong made) is perceived to be more expensive than either
of the other two product modes- HK/Ch (Hongkong brand, China
made), and Ch/Ch (China brand, China made), but Hk/Ch product
is not perceived as more unreasonably priced than the other
two product modes. Canadian importers may pay a lower price
for those shirts made in China although these shirts are
designed in Hong Kong. Hong Kong manufacturers should be
aware of this implication before moving production to China.
For the two product attributes (innovation and
design), Hk/Hk made shirt (with mean scores of 3.5 for
innovation and 4.5 for design) is perceived as better than
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Ch/Ch made shirt (with mean scores 2.09, 3.00 for innovation
and design respectively). In the meantime, there is no
difference between HK-branded/HK-made and HK-branded/Ch-made
shirts. The production base in China does not damage these
two image attributes, which should be welcomed by both Hong
Kong manufacturers( reduction in costs) and Chinese
government( improvement of export to China). Besides, such
move may help to improve Ch/Ch shirt's innovation and design
image among Canadian traders once they accept Hk/Ch shirt.
TABLE 4
RESPONDENT=BUSINESSMEN PRODUCT=SHIRT
RESULTSOF 1-WAY ANOVAON DIFFERENT PRODUCTATTRIBUTES AS DEPENDENTVARIABLES
SUMOF SQUARES
F RATIO NEWMAN-KEULSTESTATTRIBUTES BETWEENGROUPS WITHIN GROUPS (P<0.05)
PRICE (Al) 16.89 28.06 5.42 HK/HK>HK/CH, HK/HK>CH/CH
VALUE(A2) 1.82 43.14 0.39 NOTSIG.
72.38RELIABILITY (A3) 2.19 0.61 NOTSIG.
LUXURY(A4) 0.69 44.27 0.14 NOTSIG.
TECHNOLOGY(A5) 2.57 42.38 0.55 NOTSIG.
INNOVATION(A6) 8.83 30.41 2.61 HK/HK>CH/CH
PERFORMANCE(A7) 8.02 59.22 1.22 NOTSIG.
DESIGN(AB) 8.89 20.25 3.95 HK/HK>CH/CH
0.85PROMOTION(A9) 33.72 0.23 NOTSIG.












RESULTS OF 1-WAY ANOVAON DIFFERENT PRODUCTATTRIBUTES AS DEPENDENTVARIABLES
SUM OF SQUARES
NEWMAN-KEULSTESTF RATIO
BETWEENGROUPS WITHIN GROUPSATTRIBUTES (P<0.05)






















Table 5 shows similar results for tape recorder.
There are significant difference in two product attributes,
namely price and luxury, across the three product modes. Both
Hk/Hk and Hk/Ch made tape recorders (mean scores of 3.33,
2.86 respectively) are perceived as more expensive than Ch/Ch
made ones (mean score of 1.88). Moreover, both Hk/Hk and
Hk/Ch made tape recorders (mean scores of 4.60, 5.86
respectively) are perceived as more luxurious than Ch/Ch made
ones (mean score of 2.75). However there is no difference
between Hk/Hk and Hk/Ch made tape recorders in both
attributes. Moving production facilities into China by Hong
Kong manufacturers can help to boost Chinese export to Canada
without any sacrifice in product image among Canadian
traders. From China's perspective, this result indicates that
image of Ch/Ch tape recorder will not improve even though
Hk/Ch tape recorder is accepted by Canadian traders. China
should explore other ways to improve its product image for
more export of Ch/Ch products.
2.3 Product Categories
Results on Businessmen's opinion about quality of
products made in six Asian countries are summarized in Table
6 and the rankings for the six Asian countries across the
three product categories are shown in the same Table.
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Although there are slight variations in rankings for a
particular country across the three product categories,
Hongkong products are ranked more favorable than Chinese
products in all three categories. Furthermore, Hongkong
products in two categories (small electrical appliances and
clothing) are ranked most desirable among the six asian
countries. Similar findings indicating Hongkong products seem
to enjoy more favorable attitudes than the other five asian
countries in Canada can be found in the literature (Kaynak
and Cavusgil 1983).
There seems to be a general pattern of rankings for
Hongkong products (rank 1,2); Thai products (rank 5,6);
Malaysian products (rank 5,6); and Chinese products (rank
3,4) across the product categories. However, for Taiwanese
and South Korean products, the rankings are slightly more
dispersed. It suggests that when country-of-origin is the
only information given to consumer for evaluation, country
image are generalizable reasonably well between categories.
In other words, when intrinsic information (such as design,
performance) about product are not available, bias based on











































































































BUSINESSMENOPINIGNS ABOUTQUALITY OF PRODUCTS'MADE IN' VARIOUS COUNIRIES






















































































This section focuses on the differences in perceived
risk of trading with China among Canadian and Hong Kong
traders. Additional information on Canadian traders
collected in the survey will also be discussed.
3.1 Perceived Risk of Trading with China
Canadian and Hong Kong traders were asked to expressed
views on ten aspects of risk in China trade. They were
asked to answer one of the two sets of questionnaires:
one on direct trade with China and the other one on China
trade via Hong Kong.
The basic assumption of this part of study is that
Canadian traders have more confidence in China trade with
Hong Kong than directly with China, so that the results
should indicate a difference in the risk perception for
the two modes of trade. Traders from Hong Kong may also
have risk perception different from their Canadian
counterparts. Hypotheses to be tested were the following:
1 : Canadian traders perceive less risk for China
trade via Hong Kong as compared to direct trade
with China.
2 : Hong Kong traders perceive less risk for China
trade via Hong Kong as compared to direct trade
with China.
3 : Hong Kong traders and Canadian traders have the
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same risk perception for direct trade between
China and Canada.
4 : Hong Kong traders and Canadian traders have the
same risk perception for China trade via Hong
Kong.
A 2-way ANOVA on each of the ten risk factors were
carried out using Nation( Hong Kong or Canadian trader)
and Route( direct trade or via Hong Kong) as the main
effects.
The results indicated that at 0.05 confidence level,
national difference was a main effect for the following
risk factors:
a. delays
b. unstable trade policies
c. frequent price change
d. high initial investment with assured return.
Route was a main effect for the following factors:
a. slow to resolve business disputes
b. more senior management time
There were also interaction effect for:
a. poor quality control
b. more senior management time.
These results supports the basic assumption that there
are difference in risk perception for traders from
different countries as well as for different mode of
trade.
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Average risk rating of the risk factor for each group
are shown below:
Canadian Trader Hong Kong Trader
Direct Via HK Direct Via HK
1.Delavs 1.41 2.202.67 2.50
3.61 3.18 2.00 2.532.Unstable trade policies
3.Frequent price change 4.05 3.62 2.94 2.50
4.Poor quality control 3.33 2.69 1.94 3.33
5.Slow to resolve
business dispute 3.94 4.18 5.41 3.73
6. Lack of foreign
3.00 4.19 3.44 3.67currency
3.22 3.81 2.50 3.207.Unfamiliar with product
8.High initial investment





Scale : l=definitely agree with the risk factor
7=definitely disagree with the risk factor
note - the mean rating for factor 3,5 and 6 were adjusted
to take care of the reverse alignment in original
questionnaire
T-test on each of the ten attributes were also carried
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out between the following pairs of respondent sub-groups:
a. Direct trade vs Via Hong Kong for Canadian traders
b. Direct trade vs Via Hong Kong for Hong Kong traders
c. Canadian traders vs Hong Kong traders on direct trade
d. Canadian traders vs Hong Kong traders on China trade
via Hong Kong.
Result of the comparison are shown in the following
table:
Canadian HK Direct Via HK
Direct Direct Canadian Canadian
vs vs vs vs
















Note : '*' = significant difference (p<0.05)
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Generally speaking, Canadian and Hong Kong traders
agreed that the ten risk factors identified above existed
for both direct trade with China as well as trade via
Hong Kong.
T-tests results showed that Canadian traders did not
see any difference in risk between the two modes of trade
except for the price. They thought that price would be
more unstable for China trade via Hong Kong. So trade
through Hong Kong would not help but rather worsened the
situation.
Hong Kong traders, on the other hand, thought that
trade via Hong Kong did not make the price more unstable
and would improve on possible delays and save senior
management's time. These two points had been emphasized
by Hong Kong traders and generally agreed by many
authors. (refer to "literature review" section for
details)
Although traders of both countries agreed to most of
the risk attributes, Canadian tended to agree to a less
extent than their Hong Kong counterparts for both modes
of trade. Their ratings were significantly higher
(p<0.05) than Hong Kong traders, ie, the degree of
agreement was significantly lower in:
Direct trade:- delays
unstable trade policies
more senior management time
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Via Hong Kong- delays.
The results showed that Canadian traders did not take
these risks as seriously as Hong Kong traders. So even
when Hong Kong traders were correct in the advantages of
trade via Hong Kong, improvements in these aspects were
not very important to Canadians.
There was one exception to above general comment. When
asked on their opinion on quality control of trade via
Hong Kong, the average rating of Canadians was
significantly higher (p<0.05) than Hong Kong traders,
meaning that they had less faith in the improvement in
this aspect by simply routing via Hong Kong. It also
indicated that Canadian traders were more concerned with
product quality than Hong Kong traders.
In summary, Hong Kong traders thought that trading via
Hong Kong could help to reduce delays and save buyer's
management time. However these views were not shared by
Canadian traders. Even worse was that Canadians thought
that the price would be more unstable by routing via Hong
Kong.
Another set of T-tests were conducted to see whether
Canadian traders with China trade experience shared the
same risk perception as Hong Kong traders. Only the
rating for "delays" was statistically different (p<0.05)
for the two groups. That of experienced Canadians was
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2.36 while that of experienced Hong Kong traders was
1.82. (scale: 1=definitely agree with the risk factor;
7=definitely disagree with the risk factor) Therefore, It
was clear that Canadian traders had different opinion on
delays in China trade.
Regarding the question whether China trade experience
would affect the answer among Canadian traders, T-tests
were used to test the average ratings of experienced and
un-experienced Canadian traders. Among the ten risk
factors being tested, it was shown that the two groups of
respondents were significantly different (p<0.05) in one
factor only. Un-experienced traders tended to agree more
on the instability of price( average rating 3.75) than
experienced traders.
Referring back to the hypotheses set out in the
beginning of this section, research results indicated
that:
1. Canadian traders were indifferent to most of the risks
(except for one factor) involved in the two modes of
trade;
2. Hong Kong traders perceived less risks (in two
factors) for China trade via Hong Kong compared to
direct trade;
3. Canadian traders and Hong Kong traders did not have
the same risk perception (in three risk factors) for
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direct trade between China and Canada;
4. Canadian traders and Hong Kong traders did not have
the same risk perception (in two risk factors) for
trade via Hong Kong;
5. Experienced Canadian traders and experienced Hong Kong
traders had different risk perception in one risk
factor;
6. Experienced Canadian traders and un-experienced
Canadian traders had different risk perception in one
risk factor.
3.2 Supplementary Information
3.2.1 Forms of Business
The average rating given by Canadian and Hong Kong
traders on various forms of China business is summarized
below:
Hong KongCanadian
3.1(F)Import only 2.8 (V)
3.7(F)4.5(F)Export only
4.5(F)Import and Export 3.7 (F)
5.1(U)5.7 (U)Licensing
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Sub-contracting 5.2 (U) 4.2 (F)
Joint venture 5.1(U) 4.4(F)
5.2(U)Turnkey project 5.3 (U)
Counterpurchase 4.1(F)5.2 (U)
Co-production scheme 5.2(U) 4.7 (F)
Scale: 1 = very likely
7 = very unlikely
Legend: V:" Very interested" average rating <3
F:" Fair" average rating 3- 5
U:" Un-interested" average rating >5
Canadian traders showed positive interest in import and
export business with China, but they were not eager to
engaged in other forms of business with China. They were
most keen in importing from China, while that for
exporting to China was only "fair". It might be due to
the general emphasis on N. American market among Canadian
traders. This also helped to explain why there were only
a few Canadian firms having an office in China.
Hong Kong traders generally had more interest in all
the forms of business. This may be due to Hong Kong's
proximity to China and the relative importance of China
trade to Hong Kong. However both Canadian and Hong Kong
traders were not particularly keen in businesses other
than import and export. The fact that they are traders,
not investors or manufacturers by themselves, may have
limited their business considerations. Besides,
import/export trading is more simple to handle and have
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less risk compared to other forms of business like joint
venture. Under the general feeling that certain risks
are involved in China trade, import and export becomes
the most preferred choices.
3.2.2 Types of Chinese Products
Product interests of the respondents were investigated
in the third part of the questionnaire. The average
rating of "willingness" to purchase the various products
for Canadian and Hong Kong traders are given below:
Canadian Hong Kong
Art & crafts 3.8 (F) 3. 3 (F)
Household items 4.1(F)4.2 (F)
Machinery 4.4 (F) 5. 1 (U)
Clothing & textiles 4.5(F) 2.9 (V)
Inedible crude materials 4.5(F) 3.6(F)
Small electrical appliances 4.4(F)5.2 (U)
5.4 (U) 3.7 (F)Food products
Scale: 1 = very willing to purchase from China
7 = very un-willing to purchase from China
Legend: V = "very interested" : average rating <3
F=" fair" : average rating 3-5
U=" not interested : average rating >5
Generally Hong Kong traders were more willing to
purchase from China. The difference may also be due to
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Hong Kong's proximity to China and relative importance of
China as a trading partner. Four product categories,
namely art & crafts, household items, clothing &
textiles, and inedible crude materials were rated either
"fair" or "very interested by both Canadian and Hong
Kong traders.
3.2.3 Company Information
The fourth part of the questionnaire concerned with
information of the company and the mean rating for three





China trade 1.68 (V) 3.25 (F) 2.59 (V)
b.Effort put in
establishing
China trade 1.91 (V) 6.17 (U) 2.59 (V)
c.Availability of
information on
China trade 3.92 (F)3.23 (F) 2.59 (V)
Scale: 1 = very much
7 = very little
Legend: V = "very much", average rating <3
F = "fair", average rating 3-5
U = "very little", average rating >5
China-traders in Canada and Hong Kong showed much
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interest in trading with China. They also invested much
effort in establishing trade activities with China. On
the contrary, those Canadian traders without experience
in China trade were not particularly interested in it and
put very little effort in developing this business. It
appeared that the major barrier to China trade was the
lack of interest and therefore initiative to develop
trade activities with China.
Traders in Canada and Hong Kong did not have much
difficulty in getting China trade information.
Nevertheless, these information was more readily
available to Hong Kong traders, probably because Hong






In recent years, the number of Hongkong manufacturers
setting up manufacturing facilities in China is increasing
rapidly. Hongkong's advantage being a low cost production
base is wearing off as the standard of living and labor costs
are increasing. In order to remain competitive against other
asian countries such as Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore,
Thailand, Malaysia it seems necessary for Hongkong
manufacturers to take advantage of the low production costs
in China for price sensitive products.
One major concern which may be overlooked by Hongkong
manufacturers in the transferring of production bases to
China is addressed in this study- that is, whether there is
substantial change in perceived product quality compared to
products made purely in Hongkong. Our findings suggest that
in some cases if consumers are made aware that the product is
designed and engineered in Hongkong, there will be little
change in perceived product quality even if the product is
made in China. However, a word of caution, Hongkong product
with a made in China label without additional information
other than country-of-origin will suffer a significant and
unfavorable change in perceived quality.
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In other cases when products made in China suffer an
unfavorable change in image, Hongkong manufacturers should
consider carefully before moving their production into China.
An alternative for Hongkong producers to overcome this
dilemma would be to emphasize that the product is a Hong Kong
brand and it is designed and engineered in Hong Kong.
1.2 China manufacturers
In cases when Hk-brand/Hk-made product has a more
favorable image over Ch-brand/Ch-made product but not over
Hk-brand/Ch-made product which has a more favorable image
over Ch-brand/Ch-made product, China manufacturers can set up
joint ventures with Hongkong counterparts to improve their
product image. But in these cases, China manufacturers will
always rely on Hongkong manufacturers' marketing power to
increase their export.
Whereas in situations where Hk-brand/Hk-made product has
a more favorable image over Ch-brand/Ch-made product but
other pairwise comparison of product modes do not show any
significant difference in product image, China manufacturers
can also set up joint ventures with Hongkong counterparts to
utilize the latter's marketing channels to increase their
export initially. But at later time when these China
manufacturers gain enough exporting experience, they can
market their products without relying on Hongkong
manufacturers.
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In other cases when there is no significant difference
between any pairwise comparison of the three product modes,
China producers should concentrate their effort in improving
image of their own brands and overcoming country-of-origin
bias. Several marketing strategies designed to overcome such
bias have been proposed and have shown some promise. These
include price reduction (Schooler,Wildt 1968), association
with prestigious retail outlets (Reierson 1967), warranty
and some combination of these strategies (Schooler, Wildt,
Jones 1987).
Since both intrinsic and extrinsic information cues are
being used by consumers in product evaluations, China
producers may want to increase consumers' awareness of the
intrinsic quality of products made in China to avoid consumer
bias based on extrinsic information cues alone. Such
awareness can be achieved through promotional activities
such as advertising, participation in trade shows, or other
forms of joint promotional activities with reputable local
retailers or wholesalers.
In summary, Hongkong's role in promoting China-made
products in overseas markets can be viewed as two -folds.
Firstly, Hongkong manufacturers could help promote China-made
products through their existing distribution channels and
marketing know-how regardless of whether Hongkong brand names
can or cannot enhance the perceived product quality of these
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products. Secondly, with well established brand names (which
we have not used in this study), it may be possible to
enhance the product image of China made products as Hongkong
products are ranked most favorable among the six asian
countries listed in our study.
1.3 Product Promotion among Canadian Consumers
Overall speaking, Canadian consumers have different
perceptions on three different mixes of sourcing countries
and brand names, though the difference is not an obvious one
(note: only the technology attribute shows significance
difference.) Also, towards different types of product,
perceptions of Canadian consumers may vary. This implies
that while advertising on general national product attitudes
may be helpful in promoting Chinese products, more emphasis
should be given to product specific marketing strategy.
In addition, male and female Canadian consumers have
different perception on the quality of shirt and tape
recorder of the three product modes. At the same time, the
two income groups indicate different perception on the
quality of shirt of the three product modes. All these
suggest that, when targeting at a specific segment of the
market by sex, by income, or by other characteristics, a
specific tailor-made strategy should be used to cope with the




The comparative advantages of China trade via Hong
Kong as perceived by Hong Kong traders are not obvious
to Canadian traders. Besides Canadian traders think
that trade via Hong Kong will add extra instability in
price which is undesirable. If Hong Kong wants to be
the middleman in Sino-Canadian trade, Hong Kong traders
should try to make Canadian traders aware of the
advantages of routing via Hong Kong, and the potential
benefits of these advantages to their business. In
particular, the possible reduction of delays for which
even experienced China-traders in Canada do not realize
to full extent the potential gain. Besides, the negative
impression concerning price should be investigated. If
this is really the case, Hong Kong traders should seek
ways to eliminate the price instability. If it turns out
to be a misconception among Canadians, Hong Kong traders
should take the initiative to prove to Canadian traders
that routing through Hong Kong will not put them in a
disadvantageous position.
2.2 Market Potential of Chinese Products in Canada
The market potential of Chinese products in Canada
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is optimistic. Canadian traders are quite willing to
import a wide variety of products from China despite the
fact that clothing and textiles now dominate Chinese
exports to Canada:




Manufactures of metals 4%
Footwear 3%
Others 20%
(Based on 1988 first three quarters figures)
So Chinese government should encourage its I/E
corporations to explore Canadian market. Art crafts
should be the first product categories to be considered,
while household items, machinery and clothing should also
be included.
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Hong Kong traders can also play an important role in
this trade, probably in the form of buying agents for
Canadian traders or as an independent wholesaler to re-
export Chinese products. There is an opportunity for co-
operation between Hong Kong and Canadian traders because
they have similar business interest as well as product
interest. Because Hong Kong traders are experienced
player in China trade as well as international trade,
their participation will benefit all three parties.
2.3 Risk Reduction
One way for China to increase its export to Canada and
thus improve the trade imbalance problem is to take
positive measures in reducing the risks in China trade.
The general agreement on the risk elements among traders
in Hong Kong and Canada clearly indicates that these
risks do exist and probably deter some traders from
participating in China trade. Improvement in these risk
elements will lower the entry barrier of China trade,
attract more traders and thus increase the trade volume.
2.4 Trade Promotions
Another way to attract new China traders is to
minimize the effort on the part of Canadian traders in
establishing connections and trade activities with China.
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Research results shows that Canadian traders who are
not trading with China have little initiative and put
little effort in developing trade with China. Trade
promotion activities like trade shows, seminar, visits
and distribution of trade information to Canadian traders
will help them establish initial contact and business
relationship with Chinese import/export corporations,
which otherwise requires much effort to build. On the
other hand, China should also reduce its bureaucracy in
handling foreign trade to give highest convenience to
foreign traders. Once getting started, the chance for






We found that Canadian customers (both students and
businessmen) perceived significant differences in product
quality across the three product modes. However, the
differences in perceived product quality are not consistently
significant across all product attributes and products. The
country bias is most obvious in product evaluations when
country-of-origin is the only information available for
evaluations. Our findings also suggest that Hongkong-made
products seem to enjoy a more favorable image than China-made
products. Nonetheless, branding China-made products with
Hongkong brand names does not change perceived image of these
China-made products in most cases.
Other findings are summarized as follows:
1) The country-of-origin efects at the level of overall
product quality appear to be generalizable across product
classes.
2) Country images are product attributes-specific and product
specific. That is, perceived product quality is found to be
signigicantly different for certain product attributes across
the three product modes, while no difference is found for
other product attributes. The same is observed for different
products. For example, Hongkong made shirt has some
competitive advantages over China made shirt, but Hongkong
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made tape recorder is perceived to have less competitive
advantages over China made tape recorder.
3) The country-of-origin effects are respondent specific.
Businessmen's perceived product image is different from
students, and male respondents' perception of product quality
varies from female respondents' perception.
2. Perception of risk in China trade
Our findings show that Canadian traders are generally
quite concerned with most of the ten risk factors associated
with China trade used in this study. Moreover, Canadian
traders do not perceive that Hongkong traders acting as
middlemen can significantly lower the perceived risks
involved in China trades. Such perception does not appear to
change with more experience in trading with China.
Although China-traders in Canada showed much interest in
trading with China, unfortunately, those Canadian traders who
are not currently participating in China trades showed only
some interest and put out very little effort in developing
trading businesses with China. Such lack of enthusiasm of
Canadian traders as compared to others like American and
Japanese traders is also reflected in the small number of
Canadian firms with representative offices in China.
It has been suggested that the imbalance of trade
problem is partly due to the lack of suitable Chinese
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products for Canadian markets. For a developing economy like
China, the major types of exports will be raw materials or
labor-intensive goods such as textiles, garments, arts
crafts. As indicated in our study, Canadian traders have
indeed shown interest mainly in these types of products.
In view of these barriers in the improvement of China-
Canada trade, it is suggested that the Chinese Government
should put out more effort in lowering or eliminating the
perceived risks by providing more information regarding
methods and sources of financing various trading
arrangements, easier procedures in handling documentations
and disputes. Moreover, both governments should inform
Canadian traders on the benefits, problems, procedure, and
long run paidback of China-Canada trades.
Limitations and suggestions for further study
Our study contains a few limitations in research design,
which may limit the generalizability of the findings. They
are:
1) the sample size is relatively small especially for
samples of Canadian and Hongkong businessmen.
2) the use of students as consumer surrogates.
3) the use of hypothetical brand names and the limited number
of product types studied.
4) the lists of image items (product attributes) may not be
specific enough for each specific product studied.
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5) the lists of risk factors used may not be specific enough
to pin-point specific risk factors of major concern to
different types of business activities.
6) omission of pre-testing for the suitability of the image
items and risk factors in achieving our purposes in this
study.
Perhaps, for future study, investigation should be made
in other aspects of Hongkong's role in China-Canada trade
such as co-ordination work, reduction of misunderstanding due
to differences in East-West cultures or business practices,
and contribution of management and marketing know-how.
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APPENDIX 1
OUEST TONNATR F. S
C.P. Ko/ Alan Lai
MBA students
The Chinese University of
Hong Kong.
c/o 429 Castlegrove Blvd., London,
Ontario, Canada. N6G 1K7
Dear Sir,
MBA Research Project on: Evaluation of products from Asia
We are MBA students from The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
currently studying at the Western Ontario MBA program through the
exchange arrangement between the two universities. We are now conducti
a MBA research project to fulfill the degree requirement.
This questionnaire is designed to study aspects of products made
in various Asian countries. Because you are the one who can give us a
correct picture of business-people's opinion on these products, we
would like to invite you to respond and give us your frank and honest
input. It will only take you about five minutes to complete the
questionnaire.
Your response will be kept strictly confidential. Only members of
the research team will have access to the information you give. After
you have completed it, please use the enclosed stamped envelope to
send it back to us within 10 days upon receipt of this questionnaire.
If you are interested in the findings, we will send you a summary
of the research results. It this case, please type your name a'nd
address on the questionnaire when you return it to us.
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. We greatly





Director of MBA Program
The Chinese University of
Hong Kong.Encl. One stamped envelope
One questionnaire.
Evaluation of Products from Asia
INSTRUCTION:
Please read the following information carefully before you begin:
The product you are about to evaluate is a dressing shirt
designed and made in HOng Kong by Ross Garment Company. It is packaged
in a standard manner for dressing shirts. The product is sold in
Canada under the original brand name - 'Vincent'. 'Vincent' brand
is one of the most popular brands in Hong Kong.
I. Please circle the number on the scale below that you think
best represents your opinion about the above product made in HongKong.
1. inexpensive





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 reasonably
priced
3. reliable





















1 2 3 4 5 6 7
more concerned
with performance
clever use of 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 poor taste of8. color & design
colore & design
much advertisement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 few advertisement
9. and promotion and promotion
more for lower 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more for upper
10. class class
II. Which nation do you think delivers the best value for money it
different product categories, when one considers price, quality.
design, service, etc.?
Please rank them in order from 1 to 6 while 1 represents the best
choice and 6 represents the worst choice.




































Evaluation of products from Asia
INSTRUCTION
Please read the following information carefully before.
The product you are about to evaluate is a drressing shir
designed in Hong Kong by Ross Garment Company and produced in China
using China's labor and material. It is packaged in a standard manner
for dressing shirts. The product is sold in Canada under the original
brand name - 'Vincent'. 'Vincent' brand is one of the most popular
brands in Hong Kong.
I. Please circle the number on the scale below that you think
best represents your opinion about the above product made in China.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. inexpensive
expensive
unreasonably 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 reasonably
2. priced priced
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. reliable unreliable
luxury 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 necessity
4. items items
technically 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 technically
5. advanced backward
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. imitative innovative
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more concernedmore concerned
7. with outward with performance
appearance
clever use of 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 poor taste of
B. color & design
colore & design
much advertisement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 few advertisement
9. and promotion and promotion
more for lower 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more for upper
10. class class
II. Which nation do you think delivers the best value for, money it
different product categories, when one considers price, quality.
design, service, etc.?
Please rank them in order from 1 to 6 while 1 represents the best
choice and 6 represents the worst choice.




































Evaluation of Products from Asia
INSTRUCTION:
Please read the following information carefully before you begin:
The product you are about to evaluate is a dressing shirt
designed and made in China by Ross Garment Company. It is packaged
in a standard manner for dressing shirts. The product is sold in
Canada under the original brand name- 'Vincent'. 'Vincent' brand
is one of the most popular brands in China.
I. Please circle the number on the scale below that you think
best represents your opinion about the above product made in China
1. inexpensive





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 reasonably
priced
3. reliable










1 2 3 4 5 6 7 technically
backward
6. imitative






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more concerned
with performance
clever use of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 poor taste of8. color & design
colore & design
much advertisement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 few advertisement
9. and promotion and promotion
more for lower 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more for upper
10. class class
II. Which nation do you think delivers the best value for money in
different product categories, when one considers price, quality,
design, service, etc.?
Please rank them in order from 1 to 6 while 1 represents the best
choice and 6 represents the worst choice.




































Evaluation of Products from Asia
INSTRUCTION:
Please read the following information carefully before you begin:
The product you are about to evaluate is a portable stereo tape
recorder designed engineered. and produced in Hong Kong by K.M.
Electronics Corp. It is packaged with a comparatively high level of
standard equipment and sold in Canada under its original brankd name
'Diamond'. The 'Diamond' brand is one of the most popular models in
Hong Kong.
I. Please circle the number on the scale below that you think
best represents your opinion about the above product made in Hong
Kong.
1. inexpensive



















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 technically
backward
6. imitative






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more concerned
with performance
clever use of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 poor taste of8. color & design
colore & design
much advertisement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 few advertisement
9. and promotion
and promotion
more for lower 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more for upper
10. class class
II. Which nation do you think delivers the best value for money it
different product categories, when one considers price, quality,
design, service, etc.?
Please rank them in order from 1 to 6 while 1 represents the best
choice and 6 represents the worst choice.




































Evaluation of products from Asia
INSTRUCTION:
Please read the following information carefully before you begin :
The product you are about to evaluate is a portable stereo tape
recorder designed and engineered in Hong Kong by K.M. Electronics
Corp. and produced in China usin China's labor and material. It is
packaged with a comparatively high level of standard equipment and
sold in Canada under its original brand name - 'Diamond'. The
'Diamond' brand is one of the most popular models in Hong Kong.
I. Please circle the number on the scale below that you think
best represents your opinion about the above product made in China.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. inexpensive expensive
unreasonably I. 2 3 4 5 6 7 reasonably
2. priced priced
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. reliable unreliable
luxury 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 necessity
4. items items
technically 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 technically
5. advanced backward
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. imitative innovative
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more concernedmore concerned
7. with outward with performance
appearance
clever use of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 poor taste of8. color & design
colore & design
much advertisement 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 few advertisement
9. and promotion
and promotion
more for lower 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more for upper
10. class class
II. Which nation do you think delivers the best value for money it
different product categories, when one considers price, quality,
design, service, etc.?
Please rank them in order from 1 to 6 while 1 represents the best
choice and 6 represents the worst choice.




































Evaluation of Products from Asia
INSTRUCTION:
Please read the following information carefully before you begin:
The product you are about to evaluate is a portable stereo tape
recorder desiqned. engineered, and produced in China by K.M.
Electronics Corp. It is packaged with a comparatively high level of
standard equipment and wuld in Canada under its original brand name
'Diamond'. The 'Diamond' brand is one of the most popular models inChina.
I. Please circle the number on the scale below that you think
best represents your opinion about the above product made in China.
1. inexpensive



















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 technically
backward
6. imitative






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more concerned
with performance
clever use of 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 poor taste of8. color & design
colore & design
much advertisement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 few advertisement
9. and promotion
and promotion
more for lower 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 more for upper
10. class
class
11 Which nation do you think delivers the best value for money in
different product categories, when one considers price, quality,
design, service, etc.?
Please rank them in order from 1 to 6 while 1 represents the best
choice and 6 represents the worst choice.




































C.P. Ko/ Alan Lai
MBA students of
The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
c/o 429 Castlegrove Blvd. London,
Ontario, Canada. N6G 1K7
Dear Sirs.
MBA Research Project on Canada- China Business
We are MBA students from The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
currently studying at the Western Ontario MBA program through the
exchange arrangement between the two universities. We are now conducting
a MBA research project to fulfill the degree requirement.
This questionnaire is designed to study aspects of Canada- China
business. Because you are the one who can give us a correct picture of
business-people's opinion on this issue, we would like to invite you
to respond and give us your frank and honest input. It will only take
you about five minutes to complete the questionnaire.
Your response will be kept strictly confidential. Only members of
the research team will have access to the information you give. After
you have completed it, please use the enclosed stamped envelope to
send it back to us within 10 days upon receipt of this questionnaire.
If you are interested in the findings, we will send you a summary
of the research results. In this case, please ask your secretary to
write down your name and address on the questionnaire when you return
it to us.
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. We






Director of MBA Program
The Chinese University of
Hong Kong.Encl. One stamped envelope
One questionnaire.
INSTRUCTION:
Please read the following information carefully before you begin:
CanTrade, a Canadian trading company, is currently undertaking
some direct trading activities with Sino-Tech of China. The latter is
a well known manufacturer in China. The trading activties were
initiated by CanTrade after the General Manager read an advertisement
in a trade journal.
Suppose you were the general manager of CanTrade, how would you
evaluate this business opportunity, i.e. trading with Sino-Tech, a
manufacturer in China.
CANADA- CHINA BUSINESS
I. In your opinion how likely will the following situations occur
in the course of trading with China?
(Please give us your view about the statement in each question
by circling the number in the scale below i.e. circle 1 if
you definitely agree, circle 7 if you definitely disagree, and
circle 4 if you neither agreE.nor disagree.)
1. Delays are common in China trade.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
2. Trade policies in China are not stable. It will damage China trade
business.
1 Z 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
3. Price will not be changed frequently.
1 2 3 4 S 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
4. Quality control of Chinese products is not good.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely disagreedefinitely agree
5. Business disputes are resolved quickly.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely disagreedefinitely agree
6. Financing problem due to lack of foreign currency is uncommon.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
7. Canadian traders are unfamiliar with most Chinese products.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
B. High initial investment withopt assurance of return is quite
common in China trades.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
9. More time is required of senior management in China trade.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
10 Loss of revenue during political crisis in China is likely.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
II.Different forms of China business may mean different levels of risk
and reward. How willing are you in participating in the following
trade activities with China?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 veryvery
likely1.import only unlikely
very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very2. export only
unlikelylikely
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 veryvery3.import & export
unlikelylikely
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 veryvery4. licensing
unlikelylikely
5. subcontracting very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
likely
unlikely
6. joint venture very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
likely unlikely
very7. turnkey project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
likely unlikely
8. counterpurc hase very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
(countertrade) likely unlikely
9. co-production schemes
very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
likely unlikely
III.In China business, different industries may represent dfferent
levels of profit potentials. How willing are you in purchasing
the following products from China ?
very very1 2 3 4 5 6 71. food products
willing unwilling
2. inedible crude very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
materials willing unwilling
very3. clothing & 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
willingtextiles unwilling
very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very4. small electrical
willing unwillingappliances
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very5. machinery
unwi11ingwilling
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 veryvery6. household items
unwillingwillinc
very1 2 3 4 5 6very7. arts & crafts
unwillingwilling
IV. Background information of your company.
1. What types of business are you doing
import/export retailing manufacturing
other: (please specify
2. Are you currently trading with China?
Yes (for how long? years) No
3. Have you ever investigated on the possibility of trading with
China ?
Yes No
4. How interested are you in trading with China?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not interestedvery
at allinterested
5. How much effort have you put out in trying to establish
trading activities with China?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very littlevery much
6. Is information on China trade easily accessable in Canada?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very difficultvery easy
Thank you very much for your participation!!
C.P. Ko/ Alan Lai
MBA students of
The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
c/o 429 Castlegrove Blvd. London,
Ontario, Canada. N6G 1K7
Dear Sirs.
MBA Research Project on Canada- China Business via Honq Konq
We are MBA students from The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
currently studying at the Western Ontario MBA program through the
exchange arrangement between the two universities. We are now conducting
a MBA research project to fulfill the degree requirement.
This questionnaire is designed to study aspects of Canada- China
business via Hong Kong. Because you are the one who can give us a
correct picture of business-people's opinion on this issue, we would
like to invite you to respond and give us your frank and honest input.
It will only take you about five minutes to complete the-
questionnaire.
Your response will be kept strictly confidential. Only members of
the research team will have access to the information you give. After
you have completed it, please use the enclosed stamped envelope to
send it back to us within 10 days upon receipt of this questionnaire.
If you are interested in the findings, we will send you a summary
of the research results. In this case, please ask your secretary to
write down your name and address on the questionnaire when you return
it to us.
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. We






Director of MBA Program
The Chinese University of
Hong Kong.Encl. One stamped envelope
One questionnaire.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Please read the following' information carefully before you begin:
CanTrade, a Canadian trading company, is currently undertaking
some indirect trading activities with Sino-Tech of China through
Cosmos Trading Company of Hong Kong. Cosmos is a well known trader in
Hong Kong. The trading activities were initiated by CanTrade after the
General Manager read an advertisement in a trade journal put out by
Cosmos.
Suppose you were the general manager of CanTrade, how would you
evaluate this business opportunity, i.e. trading with Cosmos, who will
ensure that the supply will meet your requirement although the source
of supply is from Sino-Tech, a manufacturer in China.
CANADA - CHTNA BUSINESS YIA HONG KONG
I. In your opinion how likely will the following situations occur
in the course of trading with China via Hong Kong?
(Please give us your view about the statement in each question
by circling the number in the scale below i.e. circle 1 if
you definitely agree and circle 7 if you definitely disagree,
circle 4 if you neither agree nor disagree.)
1. Delays are common in China trade via Hong Kong.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7definitely agree
definitely disagree
2. Trade Policies in China are not stable. It will damage China trade
business even when trading activities are done via Hong Kong.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree
definitely disagree
3. Price will not be changed frequently by Hong Kong middleman.




Quality control of Chinese products is not good even when a
Hong Kong agent is involved.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree
definitely disagree
5. Business disputes are resolved quickly when a Hong Kong agent
is involved.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
6. Financing problem due to lack of foreign currency is uncommon
when trading with China via Hong Kong.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
7. Canadian traders are unfamiliar with most Chinese products even
with the help of the Hong Kong trader.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
6. High initial investment without assurance of return is quite
common in China trades via Hong Kong.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree. definitely disagree
9. More time is required of senior management in China trade via
Hong Kong.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
10 Loss of revenue during political crisis in China is likely even
when trading via Hong Kong.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
definitely agree definitely disagree
II. Different forms of china business may mean different levels of
risk. How likely will you participate in the following trading
activities with China via Hong Kong?
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very
unlikelylikely1.import only
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very2. export only
unlikelylikely
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 veryvery3.import & export
unlikelylikely
very1 2 3' 4 5 6 7very4. licensing
unlikelylikely
5. subcontracting very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very
likely unlikely
very6. joint venture very1 2 3 4 5 6 7
likely unlikely
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very7. turnkey project
likely unlikely
veryvery 1 2 3 4 5 6 78. counterpurchase
unlikelylikely(countertrade)
9. co-production schemes
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very
unlikely1 ikely
III. In China business, different industries may represent different
levels of profit potentials. How willing are you in purchasing the
following products from China via Hong Kong?
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very1. food products
unwillingwilling
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very2. inedible crude
unwillingwillingmaterials
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very3. clothing &
unwillingwillingtextiles
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very4. small electrical
unwillingwillingappliances
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very5. machinery
unwillingwilling
4 -3 z A A 7 veryvery6. household items
unwi11inywilling
very1 2 3 4 5 6 7very7. arts & crafts
unwillingwilling
IV. Background information about your company.
1. What types of business are you doing?
import/export retailing manufacturing
other: (please specify_
2. Are you currently tradino with China?
Yes (for how long? years) No
3. Have you ever investigated on the possibility of trading with
China?
NoYes
4. How interested are you in trading with China'.
not interested1 2 3 4 5 6 7very
at allinterested
5. Howl much effort have you put out in trying to establish
trading activities with China?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very little
very much
6. is information on China trade easily accessable in Canada?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very difficult
very easy





PRODUCT MODE SIZE AGE M F INCOME
0%SHIRT H/H 6 >$4500048 100%
H/C 4 40 100% 0% $45000
C/C 11 >$4500044 91% 9%
TAPE
RECORDER H/H 5 44 100% 0% $45000
7H/C 41 91% 9% $45000


















ROUTE SAMPLE BUSINESS CURRENTLY CURRENTLY NOT
SIZE TYPE TRADING WITH TRADING
CHINA CHINA
DIRECT 18 56% I/E 50% 50%
6% MFG
38% OTHERS




ROUTE SAMPLE BUSINESS CURRENTLY CURRENTLY NOT
SIZE TYPE TRADING WITH TRADING
CHINA CHINA
8%DIRECT 16 94% I/E 94%
6% MFG
0% OTHERS
87%VIA HK 91.2% I/E15 13%
1.4% MFG
7.4% OTHERS
I/E: IMPORT/EXPORT
MFG: MANUFACTURING


